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All parts of Meat display in contact with food, 
as well as the finishing of its, are made of 
stainless steel

Fan panel easily lifts up for cleaning - keeps 
display clean and extends service life

The evaporator is placed vertically for 
corrosion protection

Meat
counters Advantages:

0/+2 °C

Specialized display for fresh meat

Simple sanitization

Corrosion protection

DIAGONAL Meat
with vertical evaporator position
for the corrosion prevention

DIAGONAL Meat
with vertical evaporator position
for the corrosion prevention

CUBE Meat
with vertical evaporator position
for the corrosion prevention
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Maintains the quality of meat

Increases the shelf life of meat

Two evaporators work alternately, ensuring a stable temperature in the 
working volume of display not higher than +6 °С

The cross-cooling system is used in gastronomic and sidewall display cases

Cross cooling
system©

Advantages:

Cross-cooling_Aisberg_en.pdf (2 Mb)

0/+2 °C

Refrigerated display with a cross-cooling system ensure a 
stable temperature in the working volume even during the 
defrosting period of the evaporator.

The rise in temperature during the thawing period does not 
exceed +6 °С, which ensures the preservation of the quality of 
the meat.

The effectiveness is confirmed by laboratory tests.

DIAGONAL CS
with cross cooling system

CUBE CS
with cross cooling system

ELLIPSE CS
with cross cooling system

INNOVATION 4

https://www.aisberg.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Cross-cooling_Aisberg_en.pdf
https://www.aisberg.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Cross-cooling_Aisberg_en.pdf


0/+2 °C

Stable temperature not higher than +6 °С even during the thawing period

Minimum air velocity, high boiling point of the refrigerant and humidity in the 
display ensure minimal airing and the best preservation of fresh meat 
without packaging

Two vertically positioned evaporators in the display design ensure a stable 
temperature and are protected from corrosion

The stepped display surface is finished with granite, which accumulates cold

Cube  corner display

Advantages:

Corner display with unique cross-
cooling system for fresh meat.

with cross cooling system
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The absence of brackets and support parts for glass provides a maximum 
and comfortable view of products in display

Reliable glass opening mechanism with magnetic amplifiers ensures ease of 
maintenance of the display

The technology of UV bonding of two tempered glass elements forms the 
front glazing of Cube display, which is reliable and safe for customersCube

maximum visibility

Advantages:

+2/+4 °C
Refrigerated display with hinged panoramic glass 
provides effective exposure and maximum view 
of products пfrom any angle and convenience of 
display maintenance.

Option: hinged glass and shelf
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Diagonal
maximum visibility

+2/+4 °C
Refrigerated display with 
a maximum overview of 
products in it.

The maximum view of products is achieved by tilting 
the exposure surface towards the buyer or a stepped 
exposure surface - at the Customer's choice

Front glass design with a transparent curved shelf 
(optional) without brackets and stands provides an 
unobstructed view of products from any angle of view

Individual set of stainless steel gastronomic containers 
to create an effective refrigerated exposition

Advantages:

SERIAL DISPLAY CABINETS 7



Stainless exposure surface

Built-in cooling system

Heated glass from fogging

Additional refrigerated volume in display

Advantages & options:

DIAGONAL SO
with additional refrigerated storage
Option: stepped exposure
Option: frontal glass with shelf

SERIAL DISPLAY CABINETS 8

DIAGONAL S
with inclined exposition surface





+1/+4 °C

The geometry of the front glass and the absence of visible fasteners and 
brackets provide maximum visibility of the products in display

The surface for products layout in the display is made of stainless steel 
grating, which provides 360° ventilation of meat

The stonework is designed to highlight the interior design in the 
traditional Irish style of a butcher's store. The stone countertop has an 
enlarged surface for the convenience of staff

The cross-cooling system allows you to maintain a stable temperature in 
the display even during defrosting

Vertical evaporator arrangement, hinged fan panel, stainless steel housing 
and parts provide corrosion protection and ease of sanitary maintenance 
of the display case

Diagonal

Advantages:

Fresh meat and meat products line for 
a butcher store in Ashbourne (Ireland) has 
been designed in Diagonal design with 
personalized construction and finishes.

customized meat line

DIAGONAL CS
with cross cooling system

DIAGONAL Meat
with vertical evaporator position
for the corrosion prevention
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mooving glass mooving glass

+2/+4 °C
Refrigerated display with movable front 
glass. The design of the glass makes it easy 
to transform the trade format: self-service / 
weight products through the seller.

Cube SO Transformer

The front glass can be easily moved 
using a roller mechanism, which allows, if 
necessary, to transform the display from a 
traditional display into a self-service

Additional cooled volume

Connects in a single line with other display 
in the Cube design

Advantages:

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS 11

Cube SO
Transformer





Sale
of Impressions

Preparing dishes from fresh 
meat directly on the sales area 
is an effective means of attracting 
customers, because it demonstrates 
the freshness and high quality of 
products.

For this, special display cases are 
made for individual orders, the 
design of which allows you to store 
ingredients, build in braziers and grills, 
cook, and also create a refrigerated 
display of ready-made meals. These 
displays can be integrated into a 
common line for the sale of fresh 
meat and meat products in a store in a 
single design.

CUBE N
for built-in technological
and frying equipment

DIAGONAL N
for built-in technological
and frying equipment
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Effective exposure and ease product selection

Advantageous difference from traditional uncooled market counters - 
compliance with sanitary standards for the sale of meat

Exposure surface made of stainless steel

Refrigerated internal storage for food stock

The autonomous cooling system is located in a separate neutral module, in 
contrast to the usual practice of placing the unit in the display case instead 
of the cooled internal volume

The neutral module has its own uncooled exposure surface

Accessories: food grade cutting boards and scales, knife holders, frontal 
bag rack

Cube SO
built-in cooling system

Advantages:

0/+2 °C

Specialized display in Cube design with an internal 
refrigeration chamber and an autonomous refrigeration 
system for selling fresh meat in an urban market.
A high level of refrigerated display surface and a low 
front glass make the display similar to a traditional market 
counter, but providing the necessary temperature and sanitary 
conditions for the sale of meat.

CUBE SO
built-in cooling system

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS 15



Possibility of installation on stone market counters without dismantling them

High level of refrigerated display surface compared to standard gastronomic 
display 

Effective exposure and ease product selection

Exposure surface made of stainless steel (optional)

Autonomous cooling system

Vertical placement of the evaporator provides protection against corrosion and 
prolongs the life of the display 

Accessories: food grade cutting boards and scales, knife holders, frontal bag rack

Cube Tabletop
built-in cooling system

Advantages:

+2/+4 °C

A specialized display in Cube design with an autonomous 
cooling system, adapted for installation and operation in 
urban markets. Designed for the sale of meat products, 
sausages and gastronomy.
The design feature of Cube Tabletop is that it can be installed 
on tall stone counters in market pavilions without 
dismantling them. The length of the display case can be 
adapted to the distance between the pavilion columns.

CUBE Tabletop
built-in cooling system
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Effective use of the store's retail space

Solving the problem of peak loads - part of the range is 
available for immediate purchase in packaged form

Impressive cascading product display and customer 
convenience

Built into the line of standard gastronomic Combi displaysCombi
Combined refrigerated display counters 
constructively combine two refrigerated display 
surfaces - for selling weight products with the 
help of a seller and packed in self-service mode.

Advantages:

CUBE Combi CUBE Combi Slim0/+2 °C
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Effective exposure: reliable stainless steel hooks and bars for hanging 
lumpy meat and sausages, led lighting

Fits into a line of gastronomic counters in a single design

Separate efficient cooling system for the bottom and top of the display. 
Temperature range -1/+4 °С

Lower step exposure (optional)

Additional refrigerated chamber (for display cases with external 
refrigeration supply)

Prisma Combi

Advantages:

-1/+4 °C
CUBE Prisma Combi
with built-in unit

CUBE Prisma Combi

The design of the display combines two modes 
of selling meat: сwith the help of a seller and self-
service.

Following the traditions of the market meat trade, 
meat and sausages are hung on hooks in the 
refrigerated volume of the display case.
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Effective exposure: reliable stainless steel hooks and bars for 
hanging lumpy meat and sausages, led lighting

Comfortable view of products for customers

Fits into a line of gastronomic counters in a single design

Separate efficient cooling system for the bottom and top of the 
display. Temperature range -1/+4 °С

Lower step exposure (optional)

Additional refrigerated chamber (for display with a remote 
mode)

Possibility of build-in unit

Prisma

Advantages:

-1/+4 °C
Display with cooling meat and sausages on 
hangers, following the historical traditions of meat 
markets and shops
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CUBE Prisma DIAGONAL Prisma
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An impressive chilled display of fresh meat and poultry in pieces and 
carcasses attracts the attention of the customer

Reliable stainless steel hooks and bars and led lighting

Energy Saving Glass DoorsMedusa Meat

Advantages:

0/+2 °C A specialized vertical display for effective 
back-line sales of fresh meat and poultry on 
suspensions.

MEDUSA DIAGONAL Slim Meat
with doors

MEDUSA CUBE Slim Meat
with doors

SERIAL DISPLAY CABINETS 23



Retractable display surface provides easy loading of products in 
boxes and containers

Two refrigerated volumes. The upper volume is for packed goods. 
Bottom with a retractable exposure surface - for weight goods that 
the customer can independently choose and weigh

A good view of products вin the display is achieved by the height 
of the display "windows" and led lighting of the upper and lower 
volumes

Exposure surface of food grade stainless steel (optional)

Led lighting of the upper and lower volumes

Energy Saving Glass Doors and Coversи

Medusa Combi
with pull-out case

Advantages:

Aisberg_MedusaCombi_ru.pdf (1 Mb)
-1/+4 °C

Medusa Combi wall-side refrigerated display 
with pull-out display surface for selling meat and 
poultry in self-service mode.

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS 24

https://www.aisberg.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Aisberg_MedusaCombi_en.pdf
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MEDUSA CUBE
Standard 1110 with doors

MEDUSA CUBE
Standard 1110 SL/CP

MEDUSA CUBE
Standard 1000 SL/CP

MEDUSA CUBE
Slim
Standard SL/CP

MEDUSA CUBE
Super Slim
Standard SL/CP

MEDUSA CUBE
Slim
Standard with doors

MEDUSA CUBE
Ultra Slim
Standard SL/CP

MEDUSA CUBE
Standard 1000 with doors

MEDUSA CUBE
Super Slim
Standard with doors

Medusa CP
+1/+4 °C

Energy-saving vertical refrigerated displays for the sale 
of packaged fresh meat and meat products in self-service 
mode.

Double air curtain as standard

Display painting in any color according to RAL 

All parts of display in contact with products are made of galvanized steel

Shelf airflow stabilizers with efficient led lighting of the product (option)

Energy-saving glass doors Remis (Germany) - option

Advantages:
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Energy saving is achieved with two technical solutions to 
customer's choice  - double air curtain in the open version of 
display or glass doors

Air flow stabilizers (optional) Butterfly

Multideck and insulated display lineButterfly

Advantages:

Self-service semi-vertical 
refrigerated displays for stores of 
any format.

BUTTERFLY CUBE
Slim 1500
with double air curtain

BUTTERFLY CUBE
Slim 1600
with double air curtain

BUTTERFLY CUBE
with doors

BUTTERFLY CUBE
Slim with doors

SERIAL DISPLAY CABINETS 26
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BUTTERFLY DIAGONAL BT

SERIAL DISPLAY CABINETS 27

-20/-18 °C

Butterfly BT



Selection of heat-insulating panels.

Swing and sliding refrigerated doors, PVC curtains, air curtains.

Lighting.

Professional calculation of the capacity of refrigeration equipment.

Supply.

Installation.

Connection to a centralized cooling system.

Guarantee.

Güntner (Germany)
Lu-Ve (Italy)
Karyer (Turkey)

Turnkey refrigerating chambers.
Air coolers for cold rooms and meat 
production plants:

Evaporators
Refrigerated chambers &



Cooling systems

Design and manufacture of centralized cooling 
systems based on reciprocating and scroll 
compressors BITZER, COPELAND.

Selection, supply and installation of inverter 
condensing units Area Solutions (Spain).

Selection and supply of air condensers Güntner 
(Germany), Lu-Ve (Italy), Karyer (Turkey).

Condensation heat recovery systems production.

Installation project

Full range of installation works

Assembly and connection of refrigerated displays

Bringing equipment to operating mode

Warranty



Aisberg Ltd

3, Ovidiopolska doroga
Odesa, 65036, Ukraine
Ph./fax: +38 (0482) 32-35-27, -28, -29

aisberg@aisberg.od.ua
www.aisberg.com

Aisberg Europe

Bucharest, Romania
Mob: +40 (729) 00-44-43
Mob: +38 (050) 506-03-51

aisberg.europe@aisberg.od.ua
www.aisberg.com

Aisberg delivers displays anywhere in the world 
through a chain of professional distribution 
companies that provide logistics, installation and 
service services.
Contact our regional managers: 

export.mail@aisberg.od.ua
(export orders)

sasha@aisberg.od.ua
(for orders from Ukraine and CIS countries)

kd@aisberg.od.ua
(for orders from Ukraine and CIS countries)

fatinar@aisberg.od.ua
(for orders from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia)EFFECTIVE 
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